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ABSTRACT \ 
Both Seamus Heaney and Derek Walcott's long 
autobiographical poems, Singing School and Another Life, 
depict a dialectical struggle between the poet's 
acquiring the language supported by the hegemony, the 
British Queen's English in both cases, and introducing 
their personal language arising from their own 
experiences, the Irish Catholic and st. Lucian cultures. 
Borrowing dialectic theory from Julia Kristeva, I 
distinguish between two dispositions of a dialectic. 
The symbolic includes established symbolic systems, 
particularly communicative language. For writers such 
as Heaney and Walcott the symbolic would include English 
and its literature. The semiotic, on the other hand, 
involves the drives and impulses of the individual 
writer, largely affected by his environment. Because of 
semiotic drives simultaneously occurring during symbolic 
undertakings, both poets consistently work in a negative 
mode that upsets, whether consciously or not, the 
symbolic language by breaking patterns, creating 
absences, and producing new rhythms to uphold the 
dialectical theme. Repeatedly, a sense of division 
appears from the ever-present dialectic . 
(1) 
,, 
Feeling a failure to communicate their desire to 
change language with their personal dialectics, the 
poets pursue exile and contemplate madness, both extreme 
symptoms of the semiotic disposition. While Walcott 
resolves his uneasiness by accepting the dialectic as a 
necessity in his use of language in Another Life, 
Heaney, trying to make the symbolic work alone, 
continues to struggle at the end of Singing School. 
(2) 
r 
j 
Chapter 1 
From the Margins: Dialectics in Poetic Language 
Much literary criticism appears both about how 
Irish literature differs from established mainstream 
English literature as well as how colonial island 
literature differs from mainstream literature. However, 
I have found few comparisons about literature of the 
Irish and these other cultures, except when generally 
treating them as contemporaries. Not surprisingly, 
though, many distinctive commonalities between such 
writers do exist upon close examination of Commonwealth 
poets' major works. Perhaps one of the most consuming 
ones, as Clara Thomas purports, is that of British 
Commonwealth writers, teachers, and critics as they 
"struggle out of colonial habits of mind" ("Commonwealth 
albums" 262). Such a likeness appears in both Seamus 
Heaney's Singing School and Derek Walcott's Another 
Life. 
Although one might consider the poets' identities 
foremost in these poemp, I am most interested in how the 
language reflects "colonial habits of mind." Within the 
language itself, one necessarily uncovers the speaker's 
> . 
( 3 ) 
precepts, both those shared with society and those 
unique to his own experiences. In supporting his view 
of Walcott's establishing his own voice, H.H. Anniah 
Gowda suggests this presence of the individual in 
language when he quotes Edward Brathwaite: 
It [colonial poets' using a foreign language] 
is an English that is not the standard, im-
ported, educated English, but that of the 
submerged, surrealist experience and sensi-
bility which has always been there and which 
is now jncreasingly coming to the surface, 
and influencing the perception and contem-
porary third world people. 1 (Gowda 37) 
Gowda accurately identifies an aspect of language 
influenced by the individual and employed by both 
Walcott and Heaney. Such use of language, however, is 
not simply self-indulgent, surrealistic experiences. 
Instead, both poets depict a dialectical struggle 
between the poets' acquiring the language supported by 
the established literary world and introducing their 
personal language arising from their own experiences. 
In other words, both Heaney and Walcott's backgrounds of 
oppression oftentimes work against the established 
language they use to communicate, for the Irish Catholic 
and St. Lucian languages and their cultures are not 
mainstream. 
Blake Morrison rightly notes about the book North, 
( 4 ) 
,; : . 
• 
which Singing School ends: "Concerning itself with a 
divided culture [illiterate Irish Catholic culture/ 
literate culture supported by British government 
institutions], North is at odds with itself --but 
fruitfully so" (Morrison 53). The same holds true for 
Walcott's work. The underlying commonality between 
Heaney and Walcott's autobiographical poems is that the 
ongoing dialectic remains an essential quality of their 
poetry and ultimately becomes a theme. The dialectical 
tension may intensify or wane; however, it never ceases. 
Moreover, the dialectic oftentimes offers revolutionary 
linguistic capabilities. Indeed, this holds true for 
more of the poems than the scope of this paper allows me 
d i 2 to lSCUSS. 
Because I borrow many concepts about such a 
dialectic from Julia Kristeva, a French theorist, I 
first provide a quick overview of her relevant theories. 
Arguing against a structuralist view of a single 
universal language, Kristeva purports language is 
• 
heterogeneous and focuses on the speaking subject, who 
has the potential for changing language. She works from 
the well-accepted premise that no clear one-to-one 
correlation exists between the signified, what is being 
described, and the signifier, the word or symbol chosen 
( 5 ) 
. ,, 
to describe the signified. Instead, there is more a 
differance. 3 In other words, meaning is only 
constructed through the potentially endless process of 
rsferring to other, absent signifiers. Thus one's 
experiences, both personal and social, determine how one 
constructs the meaning of any given signifier. 
Kristeva's explanation for how this differance in 
language develops best supports my own view of language 
and how it functions in literature. She suggests that a 
dialectic between two dispositions--the semiotic and 
symbolic--governs the speaking subject's language. The 
symbolic consists of established signs, including 
communicative language; nevertheless, language also 
becomes a social constraint for the speaking subject to 
communicate his desires. On the other hand, the 
semiotic involves what is often overlooked by those who 
study texts, the drives and impulses of the subject, 
largely affected by his or her environment. 4 The two 
dispositions, however, do not work as polar opposites; 
.-instead, the semiotic emerges within the symbolic 
structure. Toril Mai offers a lucid explanation of the 
semiotic force as: 
pulsional pressure on symbolic language: as 
contradictions, meaninglessness, disruption, 
silences and absences in the symbolic 
, 
( 6 ) 
' 
L 
i 
r 
language ... [It] is a rhythmic pulsion rather 
than a new language. 5 (Sexual/ Textual 162) 
The semiotic, as Moi clarifies, most clearly appears in 
the rhythm of the symbolic structure. 
Traces of the semiotic within the symbolic 
structure possess revolutionary linguistic capabilities. 
Therein lies the strength for such marginal groups as 
Irish Catholics and native St. Lucians: any change in 
the symbolic weakens the established system and its 
ability to maintain status quo. Changes in an 
individual's use of language, particularly a poet, 
gradually produce changes in society when readers take 
on the poet's language. Because both Heaney and 
Walcott's symbolic undertaking is largely that of the 
British hegemony, revolutionary change arises from their 
continual marginal force, their own native backgrounds. 
Kristeva's usefulness, then, appears in her 
explanation of how the dialectic functions as a catalyst 
for changing language, particularly from marginal 
positions. Although Kristeva offers fitting terminology 
for my discussion, her theories do not provide a 
complete guide for how to approach literature. One 
cannot necessarily write an equation that x (any 
designated word) equals the symbolic while y (any 
r 
( 7 ) 
t 
designated repetition of a word, such as x) equals the 
semiotic, for then one would be disregarding differance, 
or how various readers might produce various readings of 
the same work. Instead, one must study how the 
individual poet subverts the symbolic structure he 
undertakes. Let us first consider an overview of 
Walcott and Heaney's particular dialectics. 
Both works depict similar processes of linguistic 
discovery for the poets, who move from accepting a 
"foreign" language to working with it as a profession, 
while simultaneously working against it. An initial 
activity for both poets is a propensity for tinkering 
with language. Nevertheless, along with the ex-
hilaration of acquiring social symbolic systems, 
including reading and writing particularly, the poet 
feels a constraint. This tension is the initial sign of 
the dialectic. Hereafter, the poet experiences a sense 
of division. He accepts the language, but simulta-
neously works against it. 
The writer, as Mai suggests by working from 
Kristeva's theory, must: 
accept [his] position as already inserted 
into an order that precedes [him] and from 
which there is no escape. There is no other 
space from which [he] can·speak: if [he is] 
able to speak at all, it will have to be 
( 8 ) 
) 
r• 
fJ 
within the framework of symbolic language. 
(Sexual/Textual 170) 
Once the poet assumes the profession of writer, the 
symbolic system he uses must communicate to be 
successful; and yet, his desire to create something "new 
will affect his voice. More specifically, his 
individual cultural experience, moving against an 
already established symbolic system, will create 
fissures in the symbolic system. Thus the dialectic 
contains the ability to change language. 
What the writer produces, the text, then becomes an 
effect of the dialectical interplay between the symbolic 
and semiotic dispositions. Although the dialectic 
becomes a major force at work within any text, it 
particularly fits the texts of He9 ney and Walcott's 
writing with "a colonial frame of mind," in Thomas's 
terms. Placed in a "catch 22" situation, the individual 
must decide to accept the established language for 
communication but forsake his own uniquely developed 
sense of communicating or to largely reject the 
established language but lose a large audience. Indeed, 
the St. Lucians and Irish would feel this most acutely 
as they struggle with the dominant English presence. 
Beyond the continual dialectical tension, both 
( 9 ) 
, 
works depict several recurring themes that reflect this 
dialectic. One of the struggles appearing from early 
childhood memories to the conclusion of both poems is 
how the influences of nature work as a semiotic force to 
undermine the principles of religion, another symbolic 
system. A more universal dialrctic occurs when the 
poets present an artistic tension, such as between 
wanting to describe something and failing to reach those 
goals. In addition to the dialectic within the poet, he 
engages a similar one with others in his society. When 
they notice, revolutionary change might occur. 6 
Treatment of war, itself a more manifest struggle, 
initially appears with concerns about the 
establishment's lack of ethnic recognition but moves to 
a more pressing tension for the artists, between art and 
life. While art relies upon symbolic systems, life 
remains closer to semiotic forces. Only through art can 
the poet depict life; therefore, artists will continue 
to struggle with both. 
The poet only successfully releases semiotic 
drives, suggests Kristeva, through expulsion or 
rejection. "In textual terms," states Mai, "this 
translates itself as a negativity masking the 
death-drive." She further expla;ins: 
.( 10 ) 
The poet's negativity is then analysable 
as a series of ruptures, absences and · 
breaks in the symbolic language, but it 
can also be traced in his or her thematic 
·preoccupations. 
(Sexual/Textual 170) 
Although I will explore the ruptures and certain themes 
more thoroughly within Chapter II of this paper as I 
trace the dialectic process, two thematic preoccupations 
appear in both Walcott and Heaney's work. Because the 
conflict remains unresolvable, Heaney and Walcott 
ultimately struggle with madness and self-exile. Both 
of these states, as Kristeva warns, might lead to 
extreme articulations of semiotic drives. For example, 
if one steeps himself solely within his unique drives 
and ignores the symbolic, he not only fails to 
communicate but moves toward a state of madness. Or as 
one allows his work to be more greatly influenced by the 
semiotic, he may lead himself to exile from the 
established culture. Heaney and Walcott explore these 
unmarked borders within their own situations. In 
addition, Walcott provides knowledge of some artists who 
chose to move further beyond the borders into extreme 
situations. Chapter III of this paper explores these 
interrelated themes of extremity, exile, and madness 
that arise from the continual dialectic. 
( 11) 
Chapter II 
Recurring Dialectical Struggle 
in the Poetry of Heaney and Walcott 
Tinkering with words is an initial language act 
both Walcott and Heaney recall about their childhoods. 
While the mature poet speaks in Heaney's "The Ministry 
of Fear," the first of six shorter poems in Singing 
School, he recalls his discovery of the educated world 
and growing desire to use language skillfully. 
Those poems in longhand, ripped from the7wire Of your exercise book, bewildered me--
Vowels and ideas bandied free 
As the seed-pods blowing off our sycamores. 
( 1 . 
I 
spine 
20-4) 
In line 24 the writer calls upon what he is familiar 
with at that point in his development. Note that "ours" 
indicates the possession of the sycamores. Thus when he 
attempts to undertake a symbolic act, writing, he 
chooses the sycamores as subject matter. The mature poet 
recognizes how this semiotic drive, to write of his own 
experience, can affect the symbolic world. He holds the 
ability to change language, but not necessarily in a 
positive direction. When he: 
innovated a South Derry rhyme 
With hushed and lulled full chimes for pushed and 
· ( 12) 
pulled. 
Those hobnailed boots from beyond the mountain 
Were walking, by God, all over the fine 
Lawns of elocution. (1. 25-9) 
In the above stanza the poet appears to revel in the 
conflict between the language he almost naturally 
utters, hushes and lulls inspired by nature, and what he 
has just recently encountered, a cultured way of 
speaking that demands the taming of the natural. 
Instead of untrimmed forests, manicured lawns appear. 
The strongest semiotic pulses of this passage 
appear in the rhythm. While the hushes and lulls are 
feminine, the pushes and pulls are masculine. One of 
the oppositions Andrews discusses in his work about 
Heaney is: 
the tension between English influence and 
Irish experience ('The feminine element 
for me involves the matter of Ireland and 
the masculine strain is drawn from 
involvement with English literature') 
[P, p. 132]. It underlies two different 
responses to landscape, one that is 'lived, 
illiterate and unconscious,' and one that 
is 'learned, literate and conscious'. 
(374) 
The opposition Andrews speaks of correlates with the 
tension that initiates the dialectic Heaney describes. 
In addition, Heaney's quote about the feminine and 
masculine elements that Andrews provides above indicates 
that Heaney is conscious of the tension. 
( 13 ) 
The first two books of Walcott's Another Life, like 
Heaney's first two poems, largely depict the writer 
moving toward his discovery of a need to write by 
recalling his childhood desires. His experience with 
art as a youth under tutelage of the painting master 
Harry Simmons suggests greater verbal power than visual. 
Continually Walcott as a youth f~els the limitations of 
painting. For example, he begins chapter II of Book I 
with the declarative statement: "In its dimensions the 
drawing could not trace/ the sociological contours of 
the promontory" (148). Instead of depicting it in 
pictures, he chooses words. Below is just a portion: 
There, patriarchal banyans, 
bearded with vines from which black schoolboys 
gibboned, 
brooded on a lagoon seasoned with dead leaves, 
mangroves knee-deep in water 
crouched like whelk pickers on brown, spindly legs 
scattering red soldier crabs 
scrabbling for redcoats' meat. 
(148) 
Note how the rhythm of the semiotic pulse takes over the 
language. Initially embellishing the declarative 
statement, he now offers a verbal picture, alive with 
action, defying the stillness of painting. 
Walcott's growing need to write also appears in his 
personal life. His response to a loved one most clearly 
depicts this urge. As he and Anna, his first love, move 
( 14) 
toward each other, "His head soars/ with hunger and 
poems./ His hand is trembling to recite her name" (187). 
That his desire is for writing, a symbolic activity, is 
clear; however, his physical attracti6n to the woman, a 
bodily desire and consequently semiotic, is the original 
t . t. 8 mo 1va ion. 
I' 
He ends this section with "those lights 
spelt out their sentence, word by word" (187). By 
employing this meta-language, a conscious effort to 
emphasize language use, Walcott admits the inevitability 
of his acquiring language and one way it will distance 
loved ones. Furthermore, in later books we will see how 
the unconscious semiotic drives continue to work against 
the symbolic realm he consciously chooses. 
Both poets, then, begin to assume the symbolic 
disposition; simultaneously, the semiotic uprisings 
continue to infiltrate and influence their acquired 
voices. For example, when recreating his past, Walcott 
notes that objects and persons he recalls refuse to be 
altered: he ends one chapter with "I can no more move 
you from your true alignment,/ Mother, than we can move 
objects in paintings./ Your house sang softly of 
balance,/ of the rightness of things" (157) .. His 
realization perceives the semiotic world, upheld by the 
mother. In other words, although he wants to fully 
( 15) 
manipulate by using words, he cannot. Nevertheless, he 
can analyze and assign a mythology, a symbolic practice, 
to the outside world he knows. Note his borrowing of 
high culture's literary characters; though what 
distinguish it are his unexpected metaphoric choices, 
for his Ajax is a city cart horse, his Helen is a whore, 
and his Nessus is a fire and brimstone prophet. In 
addition, epic heroes appear in the world he re-creates 
with the same incongruent choice of characters. After 
he has used the mythology and epic, he apologizes that 
"provincialism loves the pseudo-epic" (183), but this 
production helps formulate his symbolic undertaking. 
The poets' reading the literary works of others 
also exhibits an interest in the effects words can 
produce. Both have obviously read Wordsworth and Yeats. 
Additionally, Walcott refers to the classics as well as 
contemporaries such as Pablo Neruda, and Heaney refers 
to Patrick Kavanaugh, Gerald Manley Hopkins, and 
Katherine Mansfield. In their finished works of 
literature both poets build upon others' works. Just 
above I have shown how Walcott untraditionally 
appropriates others' works; however, he also uses some 
less radical methods. introduces the major 
issue of Book I, his desire t write above all else, 
( 16) 
""i 
with a citation from Malraux's Psychology of Art, which 
ends, "What makes the artist is the circumstance that in 
his youth he was more deeply moved by the sight of works 
of art than by that of the things which they portray" 
(143). As in this first book, Walcott introduces a 
recurrent theme of each book, and in some cases 
chapters, by relying upon another writer's words. 
However, his most compelling work appears when he 
borrows familiar characters readers will immediately 
recognize to tell an original story; for instance, when 
revealing to his Beatrice (Anna) those he condemns to 
the lowest circle of hell: 
All o' dem big boys, so, dem ministers, ministers of culture, ministers of development, the green blacks, and their old toms, 
and all the syntactical apologists of the Third 
World explaining why their artists die by their own hands, magj_cians of the New Vision. Screaming the same shit. 
Those who peel from their own leprous flesh, their 
names, who chafe and nurture the scars of rusted chains. 
(269) 
Like Dante, the poet is deeply offended by traitors; in 
this case, ones who further divide the oppressed St. 
~ Lucians. They are ones who accept the status quo and 
language from the representatives of the hegemony. 
Heaney also appropriates the words of previous 
( 17) 
writers. Noticeably, however, he carefully chooses ones 
whose interest centers upon the concept of self. More 
specifically, he constructs Singing School by borrowing 
from Wordsworth and Yeats. Relying upon Wordsworth's 
notion of "spots of time," used in his long 
autobiographical work The Prelude, Heaney structures the 
parts of the poem to offer "spots of time" from his own 
past. These fragmented references to early moments full 
of fear or beauty signify recognitions of growth in the 
poet. O'Brien supports this parallel by the fact that 
Heaney produced another Prelude-like work, Stations, 
about the same time, where in the introduction he 
discusses "spots of time" (44). Additionally, Frank 
Kinahan's interview with Heaney reveals that Heaney 
first regards the poems of North as a definition of 
self. In their first function, says Heaney, they were 
"allaying moments for myself" (412). The title's 
allusion to Yeat's "Sailing to Byzantium" also supports 
introducing the formative incidents in his poetic 
growth. Heaney finely hews each poem of Singing School 
to sharply focus on a single issue. 
Certainly when Heaney alludes to the Romantics he 
relies upon the symbolic, since the Romantics remain 
mainstream literature from high school textbooks to 
(. 18 ) 
, 
' 
bookclub best-sellers. Walcott similarly relies upon 
various authors, including Wordsworth as well as a poet 
more like himself who explores the dialectic, Pablo 
Neruda. In addition, Walcott and Heaney's separating 
their poems into parts indicates this symbolic 
disposition, in this case, trying to reconstruct by 
using a previous order. Nevertheless, the semiotic 
works against this new order, as certain issues continue 
to appear in the poetry, particularly in the rhythm. 
The repetitive dialectical tension at the end of each 
section of Heaney's poems, for example, overcomes the 
importance of the poem's structure into segments. 
Intensely pounding air "like a stethoscope" at the end 
of "Orange Drums" echoes how the bicycle "ticked, 
ticked, ticked" at the end of "A Constable Calls." 
Along with the dialectic, indeed a corresponding 
symptom, appears a recurring notion of the division of a 
unified self, even at this early point in the poets' 
developments. I have already discussed one division in 
Walcott, that between wanting love and wanting to 
describe love. Whereas Walcott directly refers to his 
sense of division in the title of the first book, in at 
least one meaning of the overall title, and throughout 
his poem, Heaney presents an undercurrent that works 
( 19) 
against the superficial unity of his poems. 
First consider the case of Walcott. His childhood 
involves a conflict between the traditions of the land 
in which he was raised and the "white" lifestyle his 
reading and education unfold for him. The title of the 
first book provides a clue to the poet's childhood 
identity. As a black islander who reads of the white 
heritage, he longs for "another life"--that of the 
venerable northern elms and oaks rather than the 
southern breadfruit and palms that surround him in the 
untamed jungle (148). As we will see, however, his 
desire to be something "other" will be balanced by the 
desire to remember his own past experiences. Because 
his readings match so little of his experience, he 
remains divided between what has been articulated and 
what he can articulate from his own experience, as the 
following passage indicates: 
as for the seasons, 
the works he read described their passage with 
processional arrogance; then pardon, life, 
if he saw autumn in a rusted leaf 
what else was he but a divided child? (183) 
His confusion includes cultural assumptions about races; 
for example, when he reads lines from Campbell's poems: 
'Holy be 
the white head of a Negro, 
sacred be 
( 2 0 ) 
the black flax of a black child. 
(149) 
• 
I 
• 
Near the end of Book I, when Walcott presents his 
adolescent trance that marks his movement into the 
writing world, the differences between the white leaders 
'\ 
of the island and the islanders again stand out . 
... I envied them, 
bent, silent decipherers of sacred texts, 
their Roman arches, Vergilian terraces, 
their tiered, ordered colonial world 
• • • 
I learnt their strict necrology of dead kings. 
(185-6) 
The recorded past and ordered present these 
language-masters maintain contrasts with what the island 
world offers, the passing of another day into evening, 
when the "evening, like the talons of a bird/ bent the 
blue jacaranda softly." 
Most critics recognize this tension as a necessary 
duality; however, they also oversimplify it (Jan Carew 
454; H.H. Gowda 37; Travis Lane 76; Laurence Lieberman 
115; and Clara Thomas 265). For example, Lane mentions 
dualities that might be applied to the above passsage, 
such as the earth and the sea, the past and the present, 
and the West Indian reality and the European myth of the 
tropics. Rather than viewing the tension as two forces 
repeatedly working against each other like two sides of 
( 21 ) 
a pulley, I see one force, the semiotic, subverting the 
use of another force, the symbolic. Exemplifying the 
above should suffice. The "leisure and frailty of 
recollection" maintained by the whites entice Walcott 
toward the symbolic system of their language. At this 
point in Walcott's life, though, the symbolic and 
semiotic remain mostly separate for him. Only when he 
assumes "their" language as a symbolic structure will 
they occur simultaneously, when his drives move against 
that acquired language. 
Because of the British oppressing his own ethnic 
group for religious reasons, Heaney presents a similar 
uneasiness, although it remains more buried in language. 
The child in "The Ministry of Fear" who begins to 
discover language also discovers prejudice. "A 
Constable Calls" reinforces the authority of the 
constable as an opposing force, separate from the 
identity of the child. Even greater tension appears in 
"Orange Drums" with the image of power declaring certain 
' 
standards (such as "no Pope"), yielding blood at times, 
and continuing to pound the foreboding drum, which 
reverberates in the air and the hearts of the listeners. 
Let us regard these three poems more thoroughly. 
In "The Ministry of Fear" the youngster develops 
( 22 ) 
,\ 
his identity largely through exploration of words, their 
delivery, and the effect of that delivery upon others. 
Recall how he "gazed into new worlds," including the 
establishment that teaches proper use of language, and 
how he realizes he presents something different and 
original to the schoolroom. The reference to Kavanaugh 
supports this distinction of ethnic poets working 
between the semiotic and symbolic. "Kavanaugh's career 
seems to parallel much in his [Walcott's] own," notes 
one critic, "especially the conflict between 'the 
illiterate self that was tied to the little hills and 
earthed in the stone grey soil and the literate self 
that pined for 'the city of Kings'/ Where art, music and 
letters were the real things'" (Andrews 374). Heaney 
even launches into a tirade about the difference between 
Irishmen and "proper" Englishmen. 
Have our accents 
Changed? 'Catholics, in general, don't speak 
As well as students from Protestant schools.' 
Remember that stuff? Inferiority 
Complexes, stuff that dreams were made on. 
( 1.. 3 0-4) 
Memories of being different appear to the poem's end. 
The last image of the poem combines two interlocking 
issues I have raised previously; how the poet is most 
interested in his work with the language, but how the 
( 23 ) 
establishment forces him into concerns about his ethnic 
background: 
They once read my letters at a roadblock 
And shone their torches on your hieroglyphics, 
'Svelte dictions' in a very florid hand. 
Ulster was British, but with no rights on 
The English lyric: all around us, though 
We hadn't named it, the ministry of fear. 
(1. 52-57) 
His first concern centers on his writing, but the 
policemen's activities force him to realize that because 
of his ethnic background, they promote and harbor fear, 
without concern for his writing ability. 
The second part, "A Constable Calls," depicts a 
continued fostering of fear. The most frequent presence 
of the semiotic in this poem is the rhythm, which 
maintains an ever-present but unnamed sense of 
uneasiness. The initial dactylic line of each stanza 
never fully gives way to a more comfortable iambic 
pattern, even as it moves closer near the end. 
Beginning the first four stanzas with variances of the 
pronoun "he" reinforces the authot-ity of the constable 
as someone in opposition to and separate from the 
child's identity. Thus the child fears the constable's 
presence. "He" remains a threat when "'he'ating" 
appears in the second stanza. By the fifth stanza, 
·, 
( 24) 
Heaney articulates "his" presence as "arithmetic and 
fear." The tallying of the number of crops his father 
must report to the constable mingles with his fearful 
presence. 
Indeed, the focus changes in this fifth stanza. 
Instead of describing the constable, the poet 
concentrates on his own reaction. For example, he later 
says, "I assumed/ small guilts and sat/ imagining the 
black hole in the barracks." The boy's imagination 
allows him to create a suspicious look from the 
constable when he says goodbye after making fun of their 
meager crop. In addition, the constable's presence 
remains in the tick, tick, tick of the bicycle wheels 
that indirectly continually remind him of the explosive 
situation which he narrowly survives. The three 
stressed syllables at the end of the poem reemphasize 
the uneasiness the dactylic rhythm and its content 
unfold. 
A similar but even more foreboding movement occurs 
in "Orange Drums." Although both poems portray only a 
potential victim, the victim continually watches and 
expects. Furthermore, in both poems, Heaney effectively 
employs a method of circumventing the predicament of 
using the oppressor's language. As one critic notes, 
( 25 ) 
Heaney often successfully does this by relying upon 
description (Bedient 110). Although the poet describes 
the drummer, the subject matter is really the Irish 
Catholic's response to the drummer and what he 
represents, the ever-present state authority of the 
Anglican church. The first stanza depicts how the 
drummer balances his instrument. That the balloon juts 
out and rests between the Orangeman's chin and knees 
forces him backward. This attention to various parts of 
the body elicits a foreboding, particularly when the 
drums become an extension "like giant tumours." To the 
music-listeners the drummer's presence represents a 
particular, familiar threat. Evidence of blood 
reinforces the drummer's demand for "No Pope" in England 
and increases the foreboding. More subtly, the air 
assimilates the drum's demanding "rh," which reads the 
message just as the physician reads the illness of the 
patient with his stethoscope. Whether it diagnoses the 
cancerous growth of power or not, the tension increases 
as the air absorbs the beat. 
His describing the drummer does not cancel out his 
effect upon the Irish Catholic's response. The relation 
clearly emerges in the semiotic disposition of the poem, 
its rhythm. With the capabilities of a stethoscope, the 
( 2 6 ) 
air is trying to read the sphere, which echoes what 
the listeners, both the poet and his readers, are trying 
to do. In addition, the last line indicates a steady, 
familiar pattern, but it is physically heightened, 
especially after the earlier presence of more uneasy 
patterns. For example, oftentimes the earlier lines are 
iambic, a comfortable rhythm; however, the syntax throws 
the reader off balance, thus indicating an uneasiness. 
Consider: 
The lambeg balloons at his belly, weighs 
Him back on his haunches, lodging thunder 
Grossly there between his chin and his knees. 
(1. 1-3) 
The verbal phrase beginning with "lodging" breaks up the 
pattern of the present tense verb phrases. Also, one 
line needlessly complicates itself grammatically: "It 
is the drums preside." By itself this statement does 
not sound awkward; however, within the text it does. 
Although I have undertaken a close mechanical 
glossing of this poem, I believe Morrison would agree 
that this is "one of several points in North where one 
feels that Heaney is not writing his poems but having 
them written for him, his frieze composed almost in 
spite of him by the 'anonymities' of race and religion" 
(68). Certainly Morrison refers here to what I call the 
( 27 ) 
semiotic. 
Another dialectical struggle appears in the poets' 
treatment of religion. Recall that in Another Life the 
youngster discovers in writing that the black child is 
only holy while the white child is sacred (149) and that 
he envies the language-masters (185). Thus it is no 
surprise when the young poet claims, "I would be a 
preacher/ I would write great hymns" (166). The 
semiotic disposition, however, undermines this symbolic 
act, for he notes that stronger movements overtook "the 
passionate, pragmatic Methodism" with a strength "whose/ 
tubers gripped the rooted middle class,/ beginning where 
Africa began:/ in the body's memory" (167). In a later 
chapter, he mixes the Latinate religious prayer with the 
harsh, primitive description of the island. 
Surpliced, processional, 
the shallows mutter in Latin, 
maris stella, maris stella, 
lichens of leprosy, 
disconsolate plumes 
of the cabbage palms' casques, 
alleuluia! 
Oversexed cockerel, 
cutthroat of dawn, 
rattle your wattle, 
gloria! ( 176) 
Soon he declares that "The Church upheld the Word," but 
( 28 ) 
so does the island. Consequently he both "yearned to 
suffer for that life" and "looked for some ancestral, 
tribal country" (184). The medley is much more 
successful than this later passage wherein he almost 
narrates his creative powers, how he "looked from the 
bus window/ and multiplied the bush with/ 
savages ... changes those crusted boulders/ to grey, 
stone-lidded crocodiles" (184). The rhythm of the 
former captures the mood, while the latter merely 
describes. Lieberman also notes the greater success of 
semiotic qualities in Walcott's poetry when he says, 
Walcott's "baggage of literary allusions and classical 
references are often stultifying, and they dissipate the 
driving primal force and energy of his firsthand 
experience" (120). 
More importantly, nature intertwines with religion 
and influences Walcott's nostalgia. Chapter 2, for 
example, begins, "At every first communion, the moon/ 
would lend her lace to a barefooted town/ christened, 
married, and buried in borrowed white" (152). This 
intertwining occurs throughout. A close examination 
shows that the religious influence is another symbolic 
order appropriated by the poet, while nature provides a 
semiotic drive that continues to arise and influence his 
( 29) 
work. 
The poets often recognize their original kinship 
with nature and use it as a creative force. Recall, for 
example, Heaney's South Derry rhyme that imitates the 
hush and lull of the sycamores. Heaney also begins and 
ends the poem with a natural setting--the presence of 
the South Derry woods. Walcott, too, begins and ends 
with nature as a semiotic device that offers new 
strength in the acquired language. Consider the first 
stanza: 
Verandahs, where the pages of the sea 
are a book left open by an absent master 
in the middle of another life--
I begin here again, 
begin until this ocean's 
a shut book... (145) 
Thus Walcott sets a goal, to complete the abandoned book 
left open, and carries it to its finish. How nature 
directly affects him is even clearer when he states, "He 
was her [the rnooon's] subject, changing when she 
changed" (148). By the end of their respective poems, 
both poets return to the elements, which I will discuss 
with greater detail in Chapter III. 
Because Heaney and Walcott attempt to articulate 
their writing processes in these poems, both poets 
repeatedly produce a dialectic. Walcott's interest, 
( 30) 
however, more consciously lies in the dialectical 
struggle than Heaney; consequently we often see how the 
semiotic has already exploded the symbolic. For 
example, the medley glorifies his native world of 
natural, feminine rhythms by continually demanding 
attention over the cultured, religious language, though 
both remain present. Heaney's poetry, on the other 
hand, focuses on describing one small incident. Thus 
Heaney's text forces the semiotic to seep through gaps 
in the symbolic. As depicted above, the rhythm becomes 
more important than the structure. Walcott's poetry, 
then, more closely approaches metalanguage, which. 
recalls Kristeva's point that "the subject of a knowing 
discourse is not a subject on trial," one who moves 
against the unity of the symbolic system with which he 
is working (On Signs 215). The greatest poetic strength 
to change language occurs when the poet does not direct 
readers' attention to the dialectic. For example, the 
tension of "Orange Drums" arises almost solely from the 
rhythm. About the only directly negative image present 
is the lambeg appearing "grossly there between his chin 
and his knees." 
Earlier struggles and tensions that appear in both 
poets' works eventually lead to war. Writing during 
( 31 )' 
demands of freedom from colonial rule, both poets must 
be aware of the nearness of war; however, their 
revolutionary struggle continues through acts in 
language. 
,..~ 
./' 
,,_,,, e I I When Walcott refers to war, his interest 1s 
in the verbal records motivated by previous ones, 
battle-hymns. Recalling what he knows about the past, 
he realizes only the white men, particularly the 
schoolmasters, continue the record. The chivalry he 
learned as a boy, then, is "the fiction of rusted 
soldiers fallen on a schoolboy's page" (212). All he 
can recall are "Hymns of battles not our [the island 
people's] own" (212). Though the islanders support the 
symbolic language, they rely on semiotic pulses. The 
articulation of war for most of the island people is 
much more directly physical, and the vocal instruments 
are instead war wounds. For example, "when the war came 
the mouths began to bleed, /the white wounds put out 
tongues" (212). As Kristeva notes: 
the unity of reason [symbolic] which con-
sciousness sketches out will always be 
shattered by the rhythm [semiotic] suggested 
by drives: repetitive rejection seeps in 
through t!prosody," and so forth, preventing· 
the stasis of One meaning, One myth, One logic. 
(.Revolution 148) 
Because the language does not .verbalize their complete 
experience, the semiotic .will eventually force a new 
• 
( 32 ) 
• 
order to confront the existing one. The conflict 
appears when "our fathers looked with the black, iron 
mouths/ of cannon." Though the islanders sing the 
battle hymns, they "piped of redoubt and repulse,/ while 
in our wrists the kettle drums pulsed on to Khartourm, 
Lucknow" (212). Here he reaches beyond his personal 
experience, to a point where all the St. Lucians share 
his sense of division. Once he articulates their shared 
experience and they accept his articulation, it may then 
become symbolic. The poem, then, offers revolutionary 
use of language. 
The earliest poems in Heaney's Singing School do 
not explore the revolutionary use of language, though 
they aptly articulate the struggle of using the 
oppressor's language. Recall Heaney's "A Constable 
Calls" and "Orange Drums," wherein he describes the 
presence of the oppressor and the reaction of the 
oppressed. Although "Orange Drums" describes no 
outright war, it expresses more concern than "Summer 
1969," which depicts a move toward an apolitical stance. 
The war that appears in this poem is not for Irish 
Catholic independence but for the Basque revolutioh; 
nevertheless, the pe~ple fighting, with their own 
culture and language, were similarly oppressed. "Summer 
( 33 ) 
1969" articulates the growing sense of the artist who 
concentrates upon his art, regardless of how world 
occurences might change history. In the first stanza 
the poet clearly states the differentiation: "while the 
constabulary covered the mob/ Firing into the falls, I 
was suffering/ Only the bullying sun of Madrid" (1. 
1-3). While others sweat and die in war, this man's 
suffering and sweating arise from his work with art--his 
reading of Joyce, another Irish Catholic who eventually 
forsook his heritage, and talking with other bystanders 
in the war efforts. Instead of placing himself in the 
middle of battlefield, Heaney surrounds himself with 
Spanish children, women, and fishrnarkets. The only men 
present are the civilian guards, whose appearance but 
not action he describes: their patent leathers "gleamed 
like fish-bellies in flax-poisoned waters" (1. 14). In 
the meantime, he leisurely walks with his other 
' < 
apolitical friends. 
In stanza two, the poet contrasts the political 
situation with detachment. Two people around him 
suggest opposing alternatives. While one urges 
communion with the people and their war experience, the 
• 
other imagines what the battle entails while remaining 
at a safe distance. Without a conscious decision, the 
( 34) 
• 
poet upholds the second by watching television, 
ljstening to reports of death, and meeting celebrities 
who have returned from the front. 
Retreating from both worlds, the poet enters the 
Prado, where he discovers a satisfactory communion of 
the semiotic and symbolic dispositions of an artist at 
work. Goya's "Shooting of the Third of May," with its 
easily recognized fighters and weapons, depicts the 
great suffering of wartime. Near this painting, the 
poet also discovers the personal suffering of Goya, his 
nightmares of a chaotic world. Whereas the first 
presents the symbolic, the latter, particularly the 
cyclones, shows the semiotic. Two lines alone in the 
last stanza pay direct tribute to the artist's need to 
express both dispositions: "He painted with his fist and 
elbows, flourished/ the stained cape of his heart as 
history changed" (l.33-4). His personal suffering 
provides a paradigm for the suffering of war. At the 
end of "Summer 1969," the poet applauds the artist's 
triumph, not the triumph or defeat of the people. The 
metaphysical bullfight ends with a direction for the 
poet searching for further identity. Goya's success as 
an artist can inspire Heaney to follow his own heart as 
the world changes around him. Recall Kristeva's·words 
( 35 ) 
about the lack of one meaning in prosody (page 23). 
This poem clearly operates with such an understanding. 
Similarly, Walcott establishes art as his greatest 
concern; however, because his goal is to verbalize the 
unarticulated territory he knows, his work remains 
closer to ethnic concerns than Heaney's does. A close 
examination of the section near the end of Book I about 
Walcott's adolescent trance shows that after recognizing 
"something still fastens us forever to the poor," he 
subordinates this cause to art. Here he believes that 
the order the symbolic offers is more important than his 
past; nevertheless, as Kristeva points out, the semiotic 
drive maintains its greatest force when one does not 
consciously apply it (Revolution 68-9) . 9 
Documenting his commitment to language, Book II 
explores Walcott's medium and his relationship to 
another artist, Dunstan St. Omer, whom he names 
Gregorias. As artists exploring new subject matter, 
they make a drunken oath--that "we would never leave the 
island/ until we had put down, in paint, in 
words ... every neglected, self-pitying inlet/ muttering 
in brackish dialect ... each ochre track seeking some 
hilltop and/ losing itself in an unfinished phrase" 
(194). In other words, they will resuscitate the failed 
( 36) 
art of the island. This unarticulated territory first 
suggests negativity because nothing is finished or 
accomplished. For example, the ochre seeks a goal (some 
hilltop) but loses itself, and the inlet does not fully 
articulate itself or communicate because of its 
self-pitying, muttering dialect. In addition, the poet 
tells us "whole generations died, unchristened,/ growths 
hidden in green darkness, forests/ of history thickening 
with amnesia" (195). 
If humans can "remember another name" (196), they 
will distinguish themselves, as the reference to Adam's 
task of naming things in the preface to Book II reminds 
us. His describing man as a tree suggests the close 
relationship between nature and humans. The life is 
older than hieroglyphics or geography. As of yet the 
symbolic systems do not include words, only 
predescessors. He ends the section, then, with the 
first step forward into the linguistic representation of 
objects: 
... while trees and men 
laboured assiduously, silently to become 
whatever their given sounds resembled, 
ironwood,logwood-heart, golden apples, cedars, 
and were nearly 
ironwood, logwood-heart, golden apples, cedars, 
( 37) 
men ... (196) 
At this point, his linguistic ability does not include 
denoting abstractions. 
In the next chapter the poet returns to his 
personal struggle for verbal articulation. As long as 
Walcott continues to paint, he feels only failure, "the 
tongue tastes sand,/ the mouth is sour with failure" 
(199). His qualm is that although he attempts to 
exactly depict the visible world, he realizes the two 
sides that exist to any issue or situation, that "in 
every surface I sought/ the paradoxical flash of an 
instant/ in which every facet was caught/ in a crystal 
of ambiguities" (200). At this point, verbal 
articulation is a semiotic drive for the poet, since the 
symbolic order appears as a visual message, painting. 
As semiotic devices, the figures on the canvas begin to 
burst out, move, and speak. The leaf echoes its own 
shape. "A bird's cry tries to pierce/ the thick silence 
of canvas./ From the reeds of your lashes, the wild 
commas/ of crows are beginning to rise" (197-8). Later, 
"the ants blacken it [the landscape], signing" (199). 
The urge to write pushes through the gaps in the 
painting and forces him into a new symbolic system. He 
recognizes his gift is "the elemental metaphor." 
( 38) 
Although he also tires of his black grandfather's 
whining and groaning, he hopes for a more articulate 
communication, "for your sea-voices/ to hiss from my 
hand,/ for the sea to erase/ those names" (209). Let us 
look at how this desire works more concretely in later 
chapters. 
Abruptly, in chapter 12 of Book II, Walcott 
introduces his first work as a writer. Throughout this 
chapter, Walcott contrasts the semiotic and symbolic. 
By providing us with an image of both literary Europe 
and present-day island life, he emphasizes the 
difference. As he notes later in this book, "I had 
entered the house of literature as a houseboy" (219). 
In addition, his choosing to mention Pound, who in the 
Cantos provided his reader with a history of European 
culture, stresses his own record of another history, 
that of his own people's experience. 10 The smell of the 
island prompts his desire to change the symbols of the 
culture he has accepted. He wishes "to stride from the 
magnetic sphere of legends,/ from the gigantic myths" 
{217). Although these symbols attract him in by their 
strength and size, he also knows he originates from 
something "other" than this. "To change the marble 
sweat which pebbled/ the wave-blow of stone brows/ for 
( 39) 
., 
this sweat-drop on the cedar plank" suggests the 
difference between an abstract, symbolic artifice and 
concrete, semiotic life. 
Walcott begins the chapter by describing the 
carpenter's work, how "the vowels curl from the tongue 
of the carpenter's plane" (216). He will create a new 
symbolic system initiated through physical labor. Just 
as Morrison notes about Heaney, Walcott uses a personal 
search as a kind of historical research. In other 
words, the individual experience later becomes the 
social experience. He pushes back into the past, the 
origins of his people, for two purposes: to find "the 
smell of our own speech" and "to make out of these 
foresters and fishermen/ heraldic men" (217). The first 
requires a new discovery while the latter requires 
communication of that discovery. By pushing beyond 
history where "the painter and poet walked/ the hot 
road, history less" he can create new images. A rower 
into the past is a most fitting image for an islander 
looking for his past, since it evokes an image of the 
South American Indians and Africans who had to cross the 
sea. That he rows backward, "beyond origins," indicates 
his desire to change the established symbolic system. 
Gregorias and. the poet's searching discovers a 
( 40 ') 
1 
timeless, "history-less" road. The sun no longer 
appears to indicate time but comes "through our skins" 
(218). His bodily experience will help create the 
symbolic. Thus when the old symbols no longer represent 
what they once did, he can begin again. At this point, 
then, the artists "beheld, at last/ the exact, sudden 
definition of our shadow" (218). After this event, when 
on their walk they also discover the brown Indian girl, 
"dazed, ignorant,/ waiting to be named," he can assume 
his task of naming and calls her "Persephone" (219). 
Only after he realizes his potential in writing 
does Walcott come to terms with political concerns of 
language. His highly satirical chapter about the cement 
phoenix (Book 3, Chapter 16) probably best indicates the 
assumed "ethnic superiority" of the whites. After this 
war, however, language changes: 
their war [oppressor/oppressed] was over, it had 
not been 
the formal tapestry bled white by decorum, 
it had infected language, 
gloria Dei and the glory of 
the Jacobean Bible were the same. (246) 
By depicting how language can change so that two 
distinct symbolic statements may meld into one meaning 
he establishes his own p9tential to change language. 
Once Walcott arrives accepted in the literary 
( 41 ) 
world, his focus momentarily changes from the symbolic 
to the semiotic. The decorum of English society he 
longed for now dissolves into his desire for English 
women. 
Lawns. Elegance. Remembering elms. England, then? 
Down on her speckled forearm. More tea. 
Thank you, my mind burrowing her soft scented 
crotch. 
(248) 
When? 
This physical drive, however, he makes symbolic with the 
reference to Wordsworthian "intimations of immortality," 
which readers will recognize and assign as a moment in 
the growth of the poet. More importantly, the scene 
indicates his new possession of a,symbolic order for 
which he has longed. Nevertheless, he will need to dig 
deeper than this to uproot a new symbolic order that 
fully arises from within himself, largely prompted by 
the semiotic. 
While above I have traced the poet's laborious but 
successful movement into the symbolic world, the full 
dialectical struggle also occurs clearly in one of 
Walcott's recurring themes about the connection between 
love and creation. Recall his earlier tinkering with 
language and its effect with his love for Anna; the 
struggle between two desires, wanting love and wanting 
( 42 ) 
to describe love, remains. The natural desires evident 
in a loving relationship will become something different 
when the poet attempts to recreate their pulse. 
Although he consciously depicts a dialectic, semiotic 
pulses spring up from Walcott's direct exploration of 
conflict. The lovers' initial consummation of sexual 
desire prompts the symbolic act of naming: "And now we 
[he and Anna] were the first guests of the earth/ and 
everything stood still for us to name" (231). Of 
course, he alludes to the symbolic story of Adam and 
Eve, who bore the original task of naming. 
As the poet grows, his writing changes his 
perspective on the past. The lovers at the moment 
above, unaware of impending separation, change in 
chapter 14 of Book III, in which "the hand she held 
already had betrayed/ them by its longing for describing 
her" (236). Already he uses his immediate experience to 
create a new symbolic system. He continues, "every step 
increased that subtlety/ which hoped that their two 
bodies could be made/ one body of immortal metaphor" 
(236). Walcott distinguishes between the two 
dispositions I explore when he says: 
And which of them in time would be betrayed 
was never questioned by that poetry 
which breathed within the evening naturally, 
( 43 ) 
but by the noble treachery of art. 
( 2 3 6) 
These lines suggest the natural drive and rhythm of that 
moment, its poetry, will prompt artistic creation. 
However, the symbolic undertaking of art will hold a 
"noble treachery" demanding its ending. Earlier, 
Gregorias forewarns the poet of the consequences when he 
laughs and says, "drink, take a next sip./ You are 
creating this [ideal love], and it will end./ The world 
is not like this,/ nor is she, friend" (232). What he 
knows is that by describing love one eventually loses 
it. 
When Walcott moves ahead about twenty years in the 
following section, he aptly distances himself by 
changing the first person pronoun to second person, 
"that I found life within some novel's leaves/ more real 
than you [Anna], already chosen/ as his doomed heroine" 
(238-9). They have both become symbolic devices. His 
memory of her, though, suggests a continual dialectical 
struggle. He recollects her as a fellow commissar, with 
whom he would certainly share a commonly established 
language, but his inventive inclination intrudes and 
places her "against a fantasy of birches,/ poplars, or 
whatever." Certainly she appears as a symbolic device 
( 44) 
when he claims, "Twenty years later, in the odour of 
burnt shells,/ You can remind me of 'A Visit to the 
Pasternaks,' so that you are suddenly the word 'wheat'" 
(239), yet the semiotic pulse appears in the rhythm, 
particularly in the following stanza when she is: 
bending 
over a cabbage garden, tending 
a snowdrift of rabbits, 
or pulling down clouds from the thrumming 
clotheslines. 
(239) 
The verse subtly moves from sharp declarative statements 
to feminine phrases that dangle from one phrase to the 
next. The poet realizes, however, his memories of her 
are merely his creation: 
If dreams are signs, 
then something died this minute, 
its breath blown from a different life, 
from a dream of snow, from paper 
to white paper flying. (240) 
Note that dreams provide another system of "signs" or 
language that communicates to the individual, just as 
the individual speaks and influences others who use the 
English language. The "different life" he chooses is 
the symbolic world of words, in this case Anna 
Akhamatova's articulation of love and pain. Walcott 
does give the semiotic attention, too. Recalling an 
embrace of "locked silence" when he was a wounded 
( 45) 
soldier and Anna a caressing nurse, ·he claims, "There 
have been/ Other silences, none as deep. There has 
since/ been possession, none as sure" (244). The 
semiotic will continue to hold a place in his symbolic 
world, albeit what he here considers to be a silent 
presence. 
Nowhere does Heaney consciously explore such a 
dialectic. Always his dialectical tension appears 
embedded in the language, particularly imagery. Perhaps 
because Walcott consciously works with a dialectic his 
poem is longer. I treat fuller passages of Walcott's 
work because he articulates what I am exploring. 
Shorter passages from Heaney, on the other hand, must be 
more carefully explained since the dialectic is more 
condensed. 
After acquiring the language, both poets desire an 
audience who will respond to their individual 
statements. Although Walcott has reached beyond his 
personal past to his ancestors and uncovered a fuller 
past, more than the white history of the elm tells, he 
becomes disheartened from lack of audience appreciation. 
This disheartenment ultimately lead to contemplation of 
madness and self-exile from his native island. Heaney 
exhibits similar concerns when in his last poem he 
( 46) 
expresses disappointment after the exhilaration of 
successful symbolic undertaking in "Fosterage." He, 
too, leaves his homeland for self-exile in "Exposure." 
Though he does not talk of madness, his never-ending, 
unresolved questioning and self-doubt sometimes suggest 
wavering mental stability. These two interrelated 
themes I choose to treat separately in Chapter III. 
( 4 7 ) 
. ' 
Chapter III 
Alienation, Exile and Madness: Dialectical Themes 
In her article "Caliban as Poet" Susan Willis 
provides a fitting analogy of the alienated Third World 
poet as Caliban from Shakespeare's The Tempest. While 
discussing Third World poets' alienation, she borrows 
Sylvia Wynter's ideas, which Willis summarizes: 
alienation is produced by the individual's 
inscription in parallel social processes, 
peculiar to colonial society. As she sees 
it, the 'I growing up' in relation to tra-
ditional social practice is also the 'I 
growing away' in relation to European 
institutionalized education. The result is 
the artist's (often permanent) inscription 
in a cultural Middle Passage. 
(619) 
Walcott and Heaney remain in such alienated and divided 
positions. After they become writers, movements away 
from their native land repeatedly appear. Although they 
exile themselves, they also are not comfortable in their 
acquired social setting. 
For s~ch poets remaining on the margins of social 
culture and language,. undertaking the hegemony's 
language will not be satisfying unless the poets can 
change the status quo through language. As I have 
suggested, change initially occurs through an 
(48) 
individual's semiotic pulses affecting the symbolic. 
Typically, the poet assumes a negative stance that will 
reject or expel the structure within which he works. 
Only when the audience then accepts the rejection and 
assumes it as a new extension of the symbolic order is~ 
change complete. Thus the poet's audience remains vital 
to his contribution toward changing language. Both 
Walcott and Heaney feel only disappointment and 
discouragement with their relationships to their 
audiences. 
In Book IV Walcott angrily separates himself from 
his ethnic brothers, instead finding fraternity with 
other artists, including Paul Gaughan, Vincent Van Gogh, 
Harry Simmons and Cesar Vallejo, who sought the natural 
movements of "uncivilized" islands and their people. 
Nevertheless, lack of an appreciative and understanding 
audience prompts self-exile from one's homeland for all 
these men. A temporary paralysis strikes Walcott when 
he recalls how the islanders treated Harry, how they: 
were already composing, 
some by a sentence, some by a phrase, some by their 
spit, 
but most with a dry remark, like a fistful of dirt 
flung into your grave, from such a man 
what would you expect, 
but a couple of paintings 
and a dog's life? 
( 265) 
(49) 
Because the islanders cannot understand the changes 
needed, indeed feel vindicated, he asserts he "no longer 
care[s] for whom I write" and "would refrain." In 
addition, he refutes the arguments he knows Harry would 
supply: 
Do not tell me the world is the same, 
that life is as hard as a stone, 
for I have known it when it was a flower 
potent, annihilating with promise. 
( 2 65) 
The imagery clearly depicts the others, including Harry, 
upholding the symbolic system, when "life is as hard as 
a stone" and unchanging while he desires change. The 
strength of the flower to change as it grows will 
"annihilate" the supposedly solid, unchanging structure. 
Furthermore, Walcott notes that the relationship 
between the islanders and the artists who portray them 
could be a productive one but that instead it is "a 
struggle,/ without engagement" (266). Although Lane 
claims that the greatest crisis for the young poet in 
Another Life is how to gain an audience (Lane 66), I 
believe it to be only one of Walcott's main concerns, 
albiet an important one, since the semiotic will only 
change the symbolic if an audience reads and acquires 
the language influenced by the semiotic. 
Heaney also presents this crisis. Evident in his 
(50) 
last two poems, Heaney desires a relationship with his 
audience. In Singing School's fifth part, "Fosterage," 
Heaney celebrates his use of the symbolic by 
commemorating publication of his first book, as O'Brien 
notes (44). Describing himself as "Newly cubbed in 
language" (4), Heaney relies on other writers' maxims 
and suggestions. For example, advice from a friend 
imbues him with attention to the beauty of symbolic 
language, "description is revelation!" Even the last 
view of the poet in this section remains fertile, as he 
continues to produce words, "imposing on my tongue like 
obols" (1.16). Nevertheless, the poem also presages 
exile. To follow the lead of Katherine Mansfield and 
Gerald Manley Hopkins requires one to bear pain of 
separation, as evident in Hopkins' journals. 
The last part of Singing School documents the 
experienced writer's exile and pain, with which he 
continues to struggle without resolution. Because 
Heaney's exile is self-inflicted, he suffers guilt for 
abandoning his home. He doubts what he calls his 
"responsible tristia." 
... 
How did I end up like this? 
I often think of my friends' 
Beautiful prismatic counselling 
And the anvil brains of some who hate me 
( 51) 
' 
' 
As I sit weighing and weighing 
My responsible tristia. 
For what? For the ear? For the people? 
For what is said behind-backs? 
(1. 17-24) 
If society continues to expect or demand certain 
responses in his writing, why does he bother, Heaney 
asks himself. An inner emigre, a wood-kerne who has 
escaped from the massacre of Ireland, Heaney desires 
linguistic rather than political revolution. As 
Morrison notes, his choice of words certainly carries 
revolutionary intent: "wood-kernes were the shadowy 
Gaelic outlaws who put up resistance to the Protestant 
colonization of Ireland, and of whom later Republican 
gangs of 'boys' are the natural successors" (57). 
Furthermore, emigres leave a country because they choose 
to maintain a certain political stance, albeit an 
unaccepted one. 
Heaney's heavenly body imagery perfectly suits the 
change he desires. He imagines revolutionary change as 
the melting heat of meteorites rather than the meager 
warmth of sparks of coldness of rain. I Just as rain 
falls on Walcott's discovery of no hope for artists when 
he first finds Harry's death, rain drizzles in Heaney's 
woods when he contemplates his failure. The poet 
perceives himself as the one: 
(52) 
I • 
. . 
Who, blowing up these sparks 
For their meagre heat, have missed 
The once-in~a-lifetime portent, 
The comet's pulsing rose. 
(1. 37-40) 
Because of ambiguity in this ending passage of 
Singing School, critics have produced various readings. 
I disagree with Arthur McGuinnes' reading of the last 
lines of "Exposure." The artist's power, as indicated 
in the type of light Heaney uses, McGuinnes claims, 
remains consistently dim. Thus the poet "can cope with 
the 'sparks' of ordinary domestic life, but not with the 
comet's 'million tons of light'." His misreading occurs 
from meshing this passage with one from "North" about 
writing. He fails to consider the first part of 
"Exposure," where the poet wishes for the bright light 
of a meteorite. His desire appears bright; he can even 
indicate this with imagery of light. Even though he has 
not yet worked up to his expectations, the poem suggests 
the potential for change. 
One might use the argument of Calvin Bedient to 
illuminate the ending of Singing School. Although 
Heaney often returns to the past, notes Bedient, it does 
not lead him to his best poems: 
Lacking identifying concepts, or the desire 
to press to the edge of what he already 
knows, or the leadings-on of passion, or 
. ( 53) 
struggles (even secret struggles) of per-
sonality, Heaney writes poems only of memory 
or occasion, gently given responses. 
("The Music of What Happens" 110) 
Because Heaney does not often choose to write abstractly 
but instead relies upon spontaneous impressions and 
subversive rhythm, Bedient contends Heaney should give 
up choosing the poet's identity as subject matter (122). 
Nevertheless, I believe these very immediacies (desires 
- and drives) and rhythms indicate the struggle of the 
individual as he attempts to overtake the present 
symbolic order to create change. 
Exile approaches for Walcott,too, as he similarly 
expresses disappointment. The poet indicates the 
semiotic no longer offers freshness for creating a new 
symbolic order when he says, "You [referring to hjmself] 
f~ced the blank page/ and trembled, you had learnt by 
heart/ the monotonous scrawl of the beaches" (252). 
After he leaves the island, he first experiences "No 
metaphor, no metamorphosis'' (257). As Heaney ends his 
poem, Walcott chooses pessimism in his penultimate move. 
He claims, "I no longer care for whom I write," and 
even claims he will give it up (265). And yet, the 
impulse remains: 
I need to write them, 
(54) 
) 
... 
.... I cannot 
enter the inertia of silence. 
My hands, like those of a madman's, 
cannot be tied. I have no friends 
but the oldest, words. This, at least, 
master, none can take from me. 
(266-7) 
Continually Walcott returns to the image of a 
madman, who oftentimes is a writer. One of his 
strongest preoccupations, this theme recalls Gregorias 
and Harry's untimely deaths. Walcott's lamenting about 
Gregorias and Harry indicate he fully recognizes the 
negative-capacity of the semiotic. While Gregorias' art 
leads him to the Catholic church for recognition and 
payment but also to resulting madness, the poet 
recognizes his search for the history of his island 
ancestors is his own madness (208). The madness results 
from his divided self, a "tortured child, kneeling, 
[who] wrote/ on his slate of wet sand" (209). He curses 
his white heritage, "what the elm remembers" (209), 
indicating a rebelling against the symbolic and 
upholding of the semiotic's force. At one point Walcott 
envisions a peaceful merging of two conflicting forces 
within him: 
I wanted to grow white-haired 
as the wave, with a wrinkled 
brown rock's face, salted, 
seamed, an old poet, 
( 55) 
", 
facing the wind 
and nothing, which is, 
the loud world in his mind. 
( 290) 
Laurence Lieberman aptly glosses this passage: 
Balancing at the sea's edge, half-white 
half-brown, like wave-foam splashing over 
rock, he would embody and merge the two 
moieties that are warring in his soul: 
the inner rock of his African blood, of 
race; the outer wash of Western culture, 
art, language. 
( 121) 
For Walcott, the "inner rock" of personal experience 
will continue to force changes in the "outer wash" of 
communicative language. 
Heaney's contemplation of madness, on the other 
hand, arises from his unresolved questioning about his 
role as an artist and fear that he will never achieve to 
portents he anticipated for himself. Both, however, 
desire to affect others. Walcott hopes to record the 
history of his people so that others can remember; 
Heaney wishes to create such a disturbance that he will 
be noted as something extra-ordinary. 
Disappointed with their lives, both poets return to 
something more elemental, though the power of these 
evocations to nature will not satisfy, either( because 
they are solely semiotic. Before the experiences are· 
(56) 
• 
deemed worthy, they must be instituted as symbolic, a 
work of art that communicates. Heaney yearns to be part 
of the heavens, not mundane and earthly. Presently he 
believes that as an inner emigre and wood-kerne, he has 
"missed/ The once-in-a-lifetime portent,/ The comet's 
pulsing rose (1. 38-40). While Heaney has not yet 
succeeded, Walcott's return to the elements revives his 
creative powers. 
Only after Walcott returns to his natural, 
primitive roots, prompted by Harry's death, does his 
fresh symbolic disposition appear. He clearly notes the 
intertwining of differance when he says, "my sign was 
Janus,/ I saw with twin heads,/ and everything I say is 
contradicted" (281). In the next chapter, he returns to 
P+e-origins, before recorded history: 
let the historian go mad there 
from thirst. Slowly the water rat takes up a red 
pen 
and scribbles. Leisurely, the egret 
on the mud tablet stamps its hieroglyph. 
The explorer stumbles out of the bush crying out 
for myth. 
The tired slave vomits his past. 
(283) 
Note how the last two images contrast with one another. 
Whereas the explorer, who knows language, represents a 
symbolic disposition, the slave must rely upon his 
(57) 
' 
J 
'· 
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physical reaction, the semiotic. Both, however, occur 
as reactions to the primitive. Only when they combine 
can a creation be formed, as becomes evident later in 
this section of the poem. 
Part of this world, indeed, exists before human 
language. 
The astigmatic geologist 
... deciphering--not a sign. 
All of the epics are blown away with the leaves, 
blown with the careful calculations on brown paper; 
these were the only epics: the leaves. (284) 
This passage suggests that nature is the origin of 
language. In the last chapter, Walcott says to the 
memory of Gregorias, "we were the light of the world!/ 
We were blest with a virginal, unpainted world/ with 
Adam's task of giving things their names" (294). Note 
how this indicates the movement from the natural drives 
(closeness to nature) to the symbolic (establishment of 
a new language). Lieberman notes the symbolic's 
reliance upon the semiotic. He says, "The muse of 
history resides invisibly in the body's memory: the 
human body, land's body, sea's body ... There is no 
unbodied memory. • ~ .. :,_, ·t To survive, a race's, or culture's~ 
history and myth must be bodied in art--words, paint,· 
stone" ("New Books" 121). The writer's task, in other 
words, is to provide a communicative structure that will 
(58) 
... 
accurately uphold the rhythm of natural drives and 
desires. Another Life and Singing School offer such a 
structure. 
Both poets conclude by using light imagery when 
indicating success_of their semiotic disposition to 
influence a symbolic structure. Clearly, as I discussed 
above, Heaney has yet to accomplish his expectations. 
Walcott, on the other hand, affirms the artist's success 
by using light imagery in his ending accolade to 
Gregorias; whom he christens Apollo: 
because you painted our first, primitive frescoes, 
because it sounds explosive, 
a black Greek's! A sun that stands back 
from the fire of itself, not shamed, prizing 
its shadow, watching it blaze! 
• • • 
Gregorias, listen, lit, 
we were the light of the world! 
We were blest with a virginal, unpainted world 
with Adam's task of giving things their names. 
(294) 
Though he borrows the name Apollo from established 
Western symbolic order, "a black Greek" produces its own 
unique flame. When light appears, a break in the old 
symbolic order appears. The power for changing and 
inventing, then, occurs in Gregorias and Walcott's 
hands. Walcott rejoices that there is "nothi.ng so old 
it could not be invented" (294). Gregorias gave his 
paintings; Walcott gives this poem. 
(59) 
Chapter IV 
Poets' Views of the Dialectic 
While Heaney and Walcott write with different 
< 
I 
perceptions of language, both u~timately struggle within 
\ 
an unresolved dialectic ever-pr sent in their language. 
Now that I have explored their ork, consider how they 
view use of language. In several works of criticism 
Heaney notes the dialectic in Walcott's work, of whom he 
states: 
He always had the capacity to write with the 
elegance of a Larkin and make himself a 
ventriloquist's doll to the English tradition 
which he inherited, though that would have 
been an attenuation of his gifts, for he also 
has the capacity to write with the murky volup-
tiousness of a Neruda and make himself a 
romantic tongue, licking poetic good things 
off his islands .1 He did neither, but made a 
~ theme of-the choice and the impossibility of 
choosing. 
(The Language of Exile 6) 
More specifically, Walcott thematizes the struggle of 
choosing by employing a continual dialectic. In another 
essay Heaney articu~ates what in Walcott's work attracts 
him by defi~ing it as "divination, poetry as revelation 
of the self to the self, as restoration of the culture 
to itself; poems as elements of_ continuity, with the 
/" aura and authenticity of archaelogical finds" (Andrews' 
(60) 
,/1 1/ < 
/ 
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373). Here Heaney consciously recognizes the two 
dispositions of the text--both its semiotic (self 
discovery) and the symbolic (cultural establishment). 
' 
Walcott reveals his perceptions of the tension in 
"What the Twilight Says: An Overture," his prologue to 
Dream on Monkey Mountain and Other Plays: 
Once the New World black had tried to prove 
that he was as good as his master, when he 
should have proven not his equality but his 
difference. It was this distance that could 
command attention without pleading respect. 
My generation had looked at life with black 
skin and blue eyes. 
( 9) 
As he suggests, his experiences as a dark-skinned native 
differ from the pale-skinned conquerors. By using only 
language of the conquerors natives will perceive only 
one way of looking at the wo~ld, through blue eyes. He 
will attempt to depict another perception, another 
language. Later in this prologue Walcott articulates 
his theory of language use: for the New World black 
"metaphor was not a symbol but a conversation." The 
conversation is the writer's creative use of his 
"schizophrenia, an electric fusion of old and new" (17). 
~_t;Y~;t 
This conversation, of course, parallels the dialectic I 
describe. 
( 61) 
1' 
\ 
Conclusion 
One might measure the success of a poet by his 
ability to use language with a unique, individualized 
style. Both Heaney and Walcott do such by employing a 
similar method, a recurring, unresolved dialectic. The 
dialectic involves the poet's using an established 
symbolic~ system of communication that continues to 
change as individualized patterns of articulation 
simultaneously appear. This semiotic force's br~aking 
through the·symbolic system largely appears in the 
rhythm of the poetry. 
The largest difference between these two autobio-
graphical poems is that while Walcott's Another Life 
consciously recognizes and presents the complete 
dialogue between two dispositions as a necessity, 
Heaney's Singing 
1
School continues to struggle to make 
the symbolic work alone. Walcott emphasizes···his 
dialectical theme in his title, with references to 
another life different from the one he presently lives. 
In other words, there is more than one way of perceiving 
the world; most clearly by how one lives and uses 
·(. 
(6~ 
'. I f 
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language. Heaney's best work appears when the semiotic 
seeps unexpectedly into his work. For example, although 
a tension appears in "Exposure," the semiotic does not 
burst through as convincingly as the earlier poems when 
he attempts to depict a "spot in time." Then the 
language reflects his desires. In no way, then, is 
Heaney's poem any less successful than Walcott's when 
depicting a dialectic. 
Only when audiences consume and acquire the poets' 
use of language do poets change symbolic language 
through semiotic devices'. · Because of perceived failure 
I 
in this pursuit, both Walcott and Heaney repeatedly turn 
to even more extreme semiotic forces, need for exile and 
contemplation of madness. Clearly these themes of exile 
and madness reinforce the recurring dialectics in their 
poetry. Although both poets eventually struggle out of 
colonized or oppressive situations by exiling themselves 
from their native lands, their uses of language continue 
to reflect their experiences of struggling with firmly 
established social language and largely unarticulated 
personal rhythms. In other words, they will never 
completely leave behind "colonial habits of mind." 
ll 
r-. 
(63) 
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ENDNOTES 
1 
Edward Brathwaite, History of the Voice, manu-
script, p 21. 
2 
For example, Walcott's "Codicil" and Heaney's 
"Exposure," one part of Singing School, contain many 
similarities. Also, some of their poems about writing, 
such as Heaney's "Toome" and "The Backward Look" or 
Walcott's "Islands." 
3 
Differance is a term Kristeva borrows from Jacques 
Derrida. See, for example, Of Grammatology. 
4 
Consider the dialectic more thoroughly. Building 
upon Freud and Lacan's theories, but making them 
radically different with her additions, Kristeva 
contends that all individuals begin at the semiotic, 
what Freud calls the pre-Oedipal stage. Once the 
symbolic, including language, is appropriated, the 
semiotic becomes a forbidden topic but, nevertheless, 
remains a strong force. 
5 
I have simplified Kristeva's terminology by 
ignoring the chora. For a more complete explanation, 
see On Signs, page 216. 
6 
To accurately gauge such revolutionary change one 
would need to consider how readers react. 
7 
This refers to Seamus Deane, to whom Heaney 
dedicates the poem. 
8 
Because bodily functions occur even before the 
moment of birth and do not require a symbolic system to 
& 1 
(64) 
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organize or understand them, they can be identified as 
separate from the symbolic. Thus the semiotic. 
9 
An individual is most effective when he 
unconsciously changes language from some inner drive. 
Otherwise, he is using the presently established 
language to try to express something new. _ ~ 
,· 
( 
10 
-Heaney aptly chooses Pound as a mentor because he 
is a skillful poet but one who almost anarchistically 
upheld the western symbolic systems, including language. 
' 
( 65) ( 
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